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American land use is based on the right of individual ownership. In a remarkable break with European manorial practices, American settlers faced land surplus rather than land shortage. The importance of freehold tenure as a means of land disposal cannot be overstated. It gave rise to the independent yeoman farmer who owned and occupied his own land. In the process of clearing it, building on it, and developing it, the settler developed traits of self-reliance and initiative. Central to his security and well-being was the land he owned, and attempts to dictate or limit its use were intolerable.
Development of cities, linked as always to the development of capitalism, provides a site of friction wherein the flows of advanced urban economics chafe and connect with the earth's surface.
The most serious dilemma is this: space can be conquered only through the production of space. The specific spaces of transport and cornmunication, of human settlement and occupancy, all legitimized under some legal system of rights to spaces (of the body, of land, of home, etc.) which guarantees security of place and access to the members of society, form a fi.xed frame within which the dynamics of a social process must unfold. In the context of capital accumulation this fixity of spatial organization becomes heightened into an absolute contradiction. The effect is to unleash capitalism's powers of "creative destruction," upon the geographical landscape.
Given the degraded environment of the sprawling low-density peripheral American city , it can only be concluded that we are wasting the land.
It is the work of an economy that is wasteful from top to bottoma symbiosis of unlimited greed at the top and a lazy, passive, and selfindulgent consumptiveness at the bottom. We are all involved in it. Environmental movements are not a creative response to the situation. The environmentalism of the highly industrialized countries are a sham, because they make it their business to fight against something that they do not really wish to destroy. We are a nation of fantasists. We beheve, apparently, in the infinite availability of finite resources. 
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